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Innovation &
Investment

Can underwater forecasting promise
loss prevention for �sh farmers?

9 November 2020
By Lauren Kramer

ScootScience delivers deeper underwater analytics,
starting with Grieg Seafood BC
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In 2018 Grieg Seafood BC lost $8 million of farmed salmon in 24 hours as a result of a harmful algae
bloom in Jervis Inlet. The incident highlighted just how crucial environmental predictions could be in
allowing the company to mitigate that massive loss.

“We knew we wanted to look at future predictability for changing conditions, have real-time information
and look at the forecast trend for negative impacts to our farm sites,” Dean Tretheway, director of
regulatory certi�cations and seawater production for the company, told the Advocate.

Eighteen months ago he reached out to ScootScience, a Santa Cruz, Calif.-based company specializing
in data management, data visualization, analytics and forecasting. When Tretheway shared Grieg’s
environmental data with them, ScootScience designed a dashboard that could deliver deeper analytics.

“We were really impressed when they created a digital interface for us, allowing us to see all our sites in
real time, as well as the predictive abilities of oxygen levels, plankton species and temperature,” he said.

Grieg Seafood operates salmon farms in Norway (pictured above) and
British Columbia, Canada, and is using environmental analytics from
ScootScience to mitigate the impacts of nature at its farms in British
Columbia. Photo by Paul Nilsen, courtesy of Grieg.
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ScootScience was founded in 2013 and incorporated in 2017 but it wasn’t until January 2018 that the
company had its �rst full-time employee, said Jon LaRiviere, CEO and co-founder. LaRiviere had studied
geochemistry and climate, while his partner Evan Goodwin studied physical oceanography. The two
combined their skills to bring data analytics common in ocean science to industry.

“Farmers like Grieg have been monitoring temperature, salinity, oxygen and plankton for years,” said
LaRiviere. “When they give us that data we unify it into one snapshot and bring in oceanographic data
from buoys, ocean forecasting systems and models, remote sensing data from satellites and
meteorological data from weather models. That gives them a complete picture of the ocean around
their site.”

ScootScience also does analytics and forecasting, delivering an underwater weather forecast aimed at
increasing farmers’ lead times for standard mitigation.

“We have a dashboard on our screens when we feed the �sh so we can watch live conditions of the
ocean and receive real-time information,” said Tretheway. “Whereas previously we would take one static
reading per day on water oxygen levels, now we get a reading every 15 seconds and have an alarm-
based system that noti�es us when conditions are less than optimal. This allows us, for example, to
turn on our compressors to help mix the deeper, cooler water up to the surface with the �sh and reduce
mortality.”

The ocean conditions are becoming new and

different with a warming climate and all this will

help farms work with their ocean observing data

and insurance companies, to �gure out how to

navigate climate change.
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Tretheway noted there are 12 species of plankton that are harmful to the salmon and speci�c
parameters that merge to make the potential for those plankton more predictable.

“When we see certain temperatures, salinity and other environmental conditions, we create a score that
shows us the potential for increased risk, allowing us to turn on our mitigation equipment and take a
precautionary approach,” he said.

Grieg can also examine how well their mitigation measures have worked in the past. “By going through
the historical record and auditing past events, farmers can see which of their responses were most
correct. So they get an assessment of their disaster response,” LaRiviere said.

His hope is that in the future, that data will allow producers like Grieg to approach their insurance
companies with the actual risk pro�le of a particular site, its historical risk and how they have
responded to those risks in the past.

“This will give �sh farming groups the ability to maximize the coverage that insurers are able to take on
for each dollar premium, which is critically important as companies navigate warming oceans from
climate change,” LaRiviere said. “The ocean conditions are becoming new and different with a warming
climate and all this will help farms work with their ocean observing data and insurance companies, to
�gure out how to navigate climate change.”

By next year Grieg Seafood BC plans to make this data available to the community at large, including
First Nations tribes, universities and even activists, to foster more research and understanding about
the coastal waters.

“Our hope is that it will give us a deeper understanding of climate change and the cyclical changes
happening on our coast,” Tretheway said.

Follow the Advocate on Twitter @GAA_Advocate (https://twitter.com/GAA_Advocate)
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